Overview:
ArmchairEd.com currently provides continuing education to educators, using Educational Leadership magazine and premiere published books on cutting-edge educational themes and topics. The program has been operating since Fall, 2000, and has provided continuing education to hundreds of educators.

Course Goals and Objectives:
As a result of these courses, the student will be able to:
1. Stay current on educational themes and topics pertinent to teaching and education
2. Identify current research in education
3. Apply this knowledge to the student’s current educational position

The following published book is currently being used as a text for the ArmchairEd course:


With a new focus on 21st century skills, Classroom Assessment: Principles and Practice for Effective Standards-Based Instruction shows teachers how to create high-quality assessments of every kind. Taking a non-technical approach, it looks at the role of assessment in teaching and how it can influence teaching decisions. Exploring formative, summative, performance-based and non-cognitive assessment, it pinpoints how to establish credible learning targets and select assessments that fairly measure those goals. Suggestions for effective practice accompany each assessment technique. Examples, case studies, and teacher interviews illustrate assessment techniques in action.

Credit Options:
❖ The course will be offered for five credits, based on the length and substance of the book, and related activities. The five-credit course will include 50 multiple-choice questions and three required essays.

Grading Rubric:
Pass/Fail: Coursework must be passed with 70% criterion.
Letter Grade:
  90%: A grade
  80%: B grade
  70%: C grade

Multiple Choice Test: 25% of overall grade
Three Essays Required (Option 5 Required)

Essay Options:
Option 1: Look at Figure 1.4 in the text, p. 20. How trendy are you? How many of the recent trends (right column) in assessment are you using consistently in your classroom? Talk about the ones that seem the most important to you. Give some examples of how and why you use them. How long have these been part of your classroom assessment? Look at the column on the left. Are you still doing any of those things? When? Why? Make one change from the text and reflect upon it in your essay.
Option 2: Review Chapter 7, which begins on p. 162 in the text. Create a selected-response assessment for a unit that you regularly teach. Include examples of multiple choice, binary-choice and matching items in the assessment. The assessment itself is part of the essay, with an introduction talking about the unit, and a summary of the experience of creating the assessment following suggestions in the text.
Option 3: Review Chapter 9, p. 210 in the text. Create a performance assessment for a unit that you regularly teach. The assessment itself will be part of the essay with introduction and summary describing the selection of tasks and how you expect your students to demonstrate their learning in this way.
Option 4: At the end of every chapter, you will find suggestions for Action Research. Choose a chapter that was particularly interesting to you. Choose one or more of the suggestions. Report on your Action Research in your essay.
Required Option 5: Create your own demonstration of the learning you take from this text. Identify your topic and describe it in an introductory paragraph. You may choose from the list below or develop your own.
- Extended learning, including research and developed activities
- Create forms or systems for use in your classroom including assessment tools
- Plan an ‘event’, meeting or other pertinent program and report/reflect on it

You may combine any of these or develop your own. You may e-mail info@armchaired.com if you desire specific permission for your topic. The essay must demonstrate knowledge of the course and text, and direct application to your own educational position.

You must provide a task-analyzed time documentation chart for your action research and essay.

Essay scoring rubric:
- Essay information available on coursework download once course is ordered
- Single spaced, 10 to 12 size font
- Use of introduction and summary statement (even when a unit is developed)
- Demonstration of grammar, spelling and writing skill
- Demonstration of applied knowledge
- Time Documentation for Essay 5 (Action Research)

All essays must be fully completed and the rubric followed to receive a grade. Essays not completed to required length will not be processed and revisions will be required.